Abstract: At the beginning of this fifty year period, investigators concentrated on those characteristics of speech t~dt would allow its transmission o~rersuch de~rices as relatively 10~grade tele})h[~n~lines ln the ensuing period, we have seen the development of a speech production and perception rescarchy that promotes speech and language as an integrated biologiml phenomenon.
The importance of this device Ivas that it allowed investigators to synthesize reasonable copies of s-h signals, and play them to listenem to cheek the impo~ec of phone sized units in perception. This development was an important change to the prevailing form of speech research during the period, where the emphasis, both at Bell Telephone Laboratories and at Harvard, was on investigating speech by degrading it to study its overall intelligibility. While this research led to such applied developments as the specification of the characteristics of appropriate devims for intelligible transmission, detailed work on individual phones awaited such synthesis devices as the Playback, which allowed much finer graincd work on the perception of individual sounds (2) . While transmission research emphasizd the importance of the presemation of spectral characteristics of speech, the recognition of the importance of dynamic cues depended on this finer grain of analysis.
To some degree, the controversy over the relative importance of speclrdl and dynamic characteristics of speech has dominated theoretical discussion of speech ever since. On lhe onc hand, Stevens and his associates (e. g., 3) have emphasized the importance of spectral cues to perception, while Libcrman and his associates have instd emphasized the importance of dynamic cues. (e.g., 4). However, the heavy emphasis on perception of the early~'s ignord some important padlel developments.
By the time of the end of the war, at least the static properties of the vocal tract that permitted the generation of speech by humans were understood. Hclmholt~laid out the essentials of the relationship between the larynx-respiratory systcm and the upper~oeal tracl almosl onc hundred years earlier (5). Chiba and Kajiyama (6) made crude syntheses of vowel shapes at the beginning of the fifty years that were later systcmatizd by Fant (m, and Ste\ens and House (8) wrote the seminal papers from which most of us learned the cssentids of the acoustic theoõ f speech production. The way active and passive lung rail forces cooperate to provide the driving forces for the larynx was essentially specified in an important interactivc conference of speech scientists and respi ralory physiologists at the New York Ademy of Sciences in 1= (9) . Finally, the way these driving pressures lead to the vibration of the VW] folds was spccificd to a first degree by van den Berg (10), Thus, ve~close to the beginning of our fifty year period, the essential building blocks for speech re~ch had been laid down. What has been developed since in speech production research has followed two lines. First, technical progress has permitted experimental development, while some change in perspective km led to a more successful approach to the integration of linguistic and biological approaches to speech research.
SINCE THEN
While the acoustic representation of speech is accessible 10 anyone with mdem equipment, it does not provide a complete account of the interaction of the parts of the systcm in generating sounds. One of the truisms of modern research is that lhere is a many -t~one mapping of the movcmenls of the articulators on the acoustic signal.
Consequently, there are, for example, several equivalent muscular mechanisms that could cause velophamgeal closure, and mnsequenlly, reslrict nasal airflow so thal normal oral flow is possible. Indeed, an importan I part of the histov of modern speech research is a consequence of physiological research motivated by a desire on the part of investigators to understand this mechanism. An important development at the University of Iowa, led by Kenneth Mo1l, was the development of a cineradicrgraphic setup for studying~clophayngcal closure, and incidentally, other aspec~of the dynamics of speech movements. For example, Daniloff and Mo1l (11) made important observations on the coarticulation of lip rounding in consonant sequences. Their paper provides importanl evidence that speech sounds mnnot be fully specified at a single moment in time, a cornerstone of modern s~h theo~. Unfortunately, this valuable research~'as cut off by the realization of the dangers of exposing normal subjects to radiation unnecessarily. For this reason, there were only Iimiti investigations of the dynamics of upper articulator movement for twenty five years. In the ve~recent past, such research has been resumed because of new methods for making dynamic measurements safely.
For example, a very recent paper (12) has shown the how the well-known physiological differences of palatal vault height affect the articulator posture adopted by the different speakers for pcrceptuatly equivalent vowels.
Finally, an important development has been the development of a biological approach to speech prtiucticsn ( 13) . The proposal here is that spewh gestures must follow the same general laws of rnovemcnt of olher effecter organs, such as arm movements. While not eve~onc would agree to the Browman and Goldstein ( 14) articulatop honology w a full prospective description of speech, the notion of using dynamic gestud primitives, which can be used as the input for an articulato~synthesizer, is a way of describing the units of speech production in a way that corrects some of the problems of wlier static descriptions.
